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The Capstone Marketplace program from the 
Systems Engineering Research Center works to 
develop the next generation of system engineers by 
addressing specific challenges within the DoD 
operational community. The program applies a 
comprehensive system engineering approach in a 
broad technical forum which connects academia, 
government, and industry.
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This project introduces a test rig that will be used for evaluating the noise 
generation for various propulsion systems and models. The test rig 
incorporates advanced sound output sensors, joint mechanisms, and data 
acquisition systems to simulate various flight scenarios, allowing engineers to 
analyze the UAVs acoustic signature response. Innovative toroidal propellers 
are used while optimizing shape and geometry to reduce the noise signature 
and increase stealth technology. 

Project Overview

Manufacturing

The stealth technology within toroidal propeller makes it ideal for 
missions where moving silently is crucial in today's era of information 
warfare. Compared to the design released by MIT, the geometry was 

modified and the aerodynamics were optimized, maximizing 
efficiency for prolonged use in the field while remaining undetected 

at close ranges. The acoustic signatures were significantly 
attenuated minimizing the common high-pitched buzzing noise 

associated with such aircraft.   
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